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LEARNING OUTCOMES:  At the end of the module participants will have

1.  learnt about a multi-oppression theoretical framework which could be utilised to tackle social exclusion.

2.  critically evaluated the use of language and its role in class oppression.

3.  examined the roles religion, medicine (science), law, media, education and the family play in creating and perpetuating class oppression.

4.  identified the external and internal effects of class oppression with regard to health (physical and mental), employment, education, housing, etc.

5.  an understanding of how identity stage theory can be used to facilitate development of a positive identity.

6.  begun to develop ways of challenging the social exclusion of lower class people, in particular young people.

EVALUATION

Completed by 12 students.

1.	a.  Did you find the multi-oppression framework useful?  Yes:  12
	b.  Will you utilise it in your work practise?  Yes:  12
"Not sure how."

2.  	a.  Do you have a better understanding of the use language plays in perpetuating classism?  Yes:  11 Blank:  1
"Would like to develop/read more to gain more understanding and knowledge."
	b.  Will this knowledge help you in your work practise?  Yes:  12.
"Module reinforces beliefs and values:  ideas for module for adults and young people."

2.  	a.  Do you have a better understanding of the roles of the following with regard to classism?  
		Religion?  Yes:11 blank:  1
		Medicine?  Yes:  11; blank:  1
		Law?  Yes:  11; blank:  1
		Media?  Yes:  12
		Education?  Yes:  12
		Family? Yes:  12
	b.  Will this knowledge help you in your work practise?  Yes:  12

3.  	a.  Do  you have a better understanding of the effects of classism with regard to:

	Health?  Yes:  12
	Employment?  Yes:  12
	Education?  Yes:  12
	Housing?  Yes:  12
	b.  Will this help you in your work practise?  Yes:  12

4.  	a.  Do you have a better understanding of the effects of classism on identity?  Yes:  9; blank:  2; maybe:  1
"But would have liked to have done it in more depth."
"Still confusion around background/where reached and aspired to/gaining benefits and trappings."
	b.  Will this help you in your work practise?  Yes:  10;  blank:  1; hopefully:  1
"Gives better understanding of individual's base line."

5.  	Do you know how to access further information? Yes:11; blank:  1

6.	Has this course given you new ideas about how to challenge classism? 

	a.  In yourself?  Yes:  12
"Valuing self re salary."
	b.  With your family?  Yes:  10; No:  1; Yes/No:  1
"Always on-going."
"sewing seeds."
	c.  At work?  Yes:  12
"Breaking down stereotypical images."
	d.  At a national/long term level?  Yes:  11; blank:  1
"Especially media."

7.	Has the course enabled you to examine your own journey with regard to classism?  Yes:  10;   not yet:  1; blank: 1.
"Turning point."

8.	What is the most valuable thing you will be taking away with you from this course?

"How I identify class within the wheel of structures, housing, health, etc."
"Understanding of self."
"That Britain is not a classless society."
"A better understanding of classism with regards to education and health."
"Gained knowledge around class issues, anger it brought up around my own childhood oppression and things which oppressed and affected my development i.e. expected immediate gratification - get a job.  Not sacrificing for deferred gratification i.e. university, career, better future.
"The fact that I've had to confront classism's influence on my life."
"Feeling strong enough to challenge school of education about bullying from teachers."
"A clearer definition of class and that |I feel like I want to do something - join board of governors at local primary/church council.  Feel revved up."
"The information and shared knowledge - little more confident understanding classism - assertive in group discussions."
"Knowledge and understanding of the subject."
"To question more and examine own views and analysis."
"The need for local/national work in exploring/challenging classism in lower class not working class."

9.	What could have been better?

"More time to discuss issues, should have been longer."
"Having more time."
"If the course could have been spread over a longer period of time this would have enabled us to have longer discussions."
"I feel there has been a lot of information to take in over the five weeks of the course. Maybe it needs to change to a ten-week course over a term?"
"More time - sessions to cover the large amounts of information and issues the module stirred up."
"More time possibly over 10 sessions and tutorials with Jan."
"More sessions to cover information as it felt that we were rushing every session and never finishing off properly.  It would have been useful to touch base in a tutorial with Jan.  A double module."
"More time to do module - felt at times it was very hard work, e.g. a lot of information to take on board."
"A clear understanding of what a record of learning is."
"More sessions - too much packed into sessions; double module; a 3,000 word write up module is insufficient for the amount of work covered i.e. 5 sessions, 5 critical readings, 1 introduction, 1 evaluation."
10.	How would you rate the methods used - excellent (E) very good (VG) good (G), fair (F), bad (B)

	Handouts:  6E; 6VG
	Large Group Discussions 4E; 3VG; 5G
	Smaller Group Discussions: 1E; 3VG; 3G; 2FR: 2 mixed; 1 blank  Occasionally lost the plot.
	Questionnaires: 6E; 2VG; 3G; 1 blank
	Video Extracts: 5E; 4VG; 3G
	OHP: 2E; 5VG; 5G
	Power Point: 1E; 4VG; 4G; 3 ?/don't remember.  Distracting how the text came on.
	Any other method (please specify)
"Jan's perspective makes things clear and understandable."
"Jan's experiences and teaching methods excellent."

11.	Are there any other areas regarding class that you would like to examine?

"I would like to look more in depth around all of the issues covered.
"Be more knowledgeable about the rich and powerful."
"Better ways to implement the knowledge gained into my work practice."
"What class systems there are in other countries and how we appear as a nation."
"To continue work on the issue of social exclusion and class."
"Health and education."
"Class and the arts; direct/indirect action."

12.	Do you have any other comments to make about the course?

"I think Jan should be included in the assessment process i.e. what the university wants from piece of work."
"Should be a double module."
"Informative, interesting - I really enjoyed this module, thanks."
"Excellent.  Really enjoyed the module, changed a lot of my opinions on everyday life experiences."
"Excellent teaching methods."
"Really changed my perspectives.  In my interview for the course I was not very well up on class."
"Just more time to go through topics and issues."
"Very challenging."
"One of the best module's to date."

13.	How could the module be improved?

"Make all day for ten sessions instead of five; we could go more in depth then with issues covered."  
"By making it a double module; tutorial time with tutor; lots to absorb."
"Taught over longer period of time - double module.  Perhaps more emphasis on the distribution of wealth - who owns what.  Tutorials for students who feel they need extra support with regard to written work."
"More sessions to cover the topics in more depth."
"Tutorials held by tutor who delivers course not other tutor."
"More time - should be a double module."
"More time to deliver it in."
"Double module would be more beneficial; tutorials; workshops on Fridays."
"More reviews of the videos shown."
"Be longer to give opportunity to further explore issues arising from discussions and handouts."
"Ways to develop local and national work to explore/challenge classism in lower classes; build in time with course tutor."
PS Thanks, Jan, interesting, informative and moving!
Ta very much.
		ROUNDS

NEGATIVES

a lot in a short time; need more time to explore
big group hard 
5 critical readings
taken lot in but it’s getting it down on paper
overwhelmed by size of subject
lot of information in a short time – needs to be double module
too intense
not having tutorials with tutor doing module to help with written work
insufficient time to finish discussions
time
not enough time to discuss things  - some people going home unhappy
Time

POSITIVES

Made me angry, went away with anger, helped me to empathise with young people, given me answers as to why things are the way they are in my life
Feel more confident, locked it away in a box for a long time.  Am going to write to David Blunkett
Facilitating of group by tutor and comfort to feel able to participate
Stretched – brain in overtime
Clearer definition therefore can challenge at home and at work
Videos
Too intense
Discussions – large and small
Amount of information
Enjoyed it; lot of it; using at home and at work
Reminded me of work I had done in past on class issues, highlighted progress, i.e. would not have been doing a course like this then
Identifying links with other oppressions


